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INTRODUCTION

Most scholars who consider the Exodus historical hold that it occurred in
the thirteenth century BCE.1 However, as of yet no traces of Exodus-like
events have been found from that century.2 The fourteenth century BCE, on
the other hand, seems full of biblical echoes. Recent reports that epidemics
may have caused a prolonged pause in the documentation of Amenhotep III
(1390-1353 BCE)3 and other information we have about his reign, suggest
that he may have been the pharaoh of the Exodus. As this paper shows, biblical passages correlate well with other major events in the fourteenth century
BCE, and an Exodus date during Amenhotep III’s reign (ca. 1374 BCE) enables us to identify developments in ancient Egypt that may have played a role
in biblical events that led to the Exodus.
AMENHOTEP III’S REIGN AND ITS AFTERMATH

Egyptologist Arielle Kozloff reports growing evidence of a surprising and
prolonged pause in the otherwise heavy documentation of Amenhotep III’s
reign.4 She writes that the gap almost certainly signifies a national crisis, adding that evidence is mounting of massive deaths from epidemics, reminiscent
of the biblical tenth plague. She cites documentary evidence that important
officials died and had to be replaced when the crisis drew to a close. She suspects that this pharaoh’s first-born son died during this period, as did his inlaws, Thuya and Yuya, both of whom died of malaria.5 Amenhotep III ordered hundreds of statues of war and plague goddess Sekhmet to be made
and prayed to; Kozloff believes this was in response to the epidemics. His
Sekhmet worship may have biblical significance.6 The first biblical plague
may have led the Egyptians to focus their prayers for relief from the biblical
plagues by replicating an Egyptian myth in which Sekhmet turned the Nile’s
waters red with blood.7 This ultimately set the Egyptians up for the repudiaIra Friedman is an independent researcher with an interest in the intersection of the Bible and
ancient Egyptian history. Friedman has a BA in Political Science from Brooklyn College and a
Juris Doctor from New York University School of Law.
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tion of their deities when God prevented Sekhmet – referred to as the Destroyer in Exodus 12:23 - from attacking Israelite houses during the night of
the tenth plague.8
Amenhotep III’s indulgences could have been the model for biblical laws.
He had an unprecedented accumulation of wealth,9 he was “rich in horses,” as
a Malkata jar label testifies,10 and he was evidently a womanizer.11 These are
the very traits that Israelite kings are prohibited from emulating (Deut. 17:1617).
Amenhotep III proclaimed himself a deity while he was still alive, something no pharaoh before him had done.12 If the ten plagues did occur during
his reign, they proved him unable to maintain cosmic order and stability
(ma’at).13 His self-deification may have been an act of personal and theological re-assertion.
Amenhotep III’s son Akhenaten (1353-1336 BCE) launched the Amarna
revolution, a theological civil war that played out over five decades. Akhenaten’s purge of temples and priests was followed after his death by the efforts
of a succession of pharaohs to restore the old gods and obliterate any record
of Akhenaten.14 The ten plagues were themselves a blow to worshippers of
the gods of Egypt (Num. 33:4), but the theological crisis brought on by the
Amarna revolution and its aftermath would have been an even more dramatic
manifestation of God’s judgment against those deities (Ex. 12:12).
While the theological civil war was unfolding, Egypt’s Canaanite citystates were fighting each other and nomadic warlords,15 threatening not only
Egypt’s hegemony but also its receipt of tribute. Yet, the Egyptian army appears to have been silent for decades.16 One wonders whether the army’s quiescence had something to do with the epidemics reported by Kozloff and
bears out Moses’ observation that God destroyed [the Egyptian army] to this
day (Deut. 11:4).
MOSES’ TRAVEL TIME TO PHARAOH’S RESIDENCE

The Bible describes a series of meetings between Moses and Pharaoh and
in one case speaks of Moses leaving the city where Pharaoh resided (Ex.
9:33). Since Amenhotep III was based in Memphis during the first part of his
reign,17 Moses would have had either to find lodgings in or near Memphis or
travel back and forth over a long distance if, as commonly thought, the IsraelJEWISH BIBLE QUARTERLY
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ites resided well north of Memphis, near Avaris or the Wadi Tumilat. However, if the Israelites lived in or near Heliopolis, as Josephus believed, Moses
would have had a short trip to Memphis from his home base.
There are several reasons to believe that the Israelites resided near Heliopolis. Joseph probably arrived in Egypt during Hyksos rule.19 Appointed overseer of food accumulation and distribution in anticipation of the great famine,
he was likely based near a temple, where large warehouses were maintained
for such purposes.20 In all likelihood, a Hyksos pharaoh chose as Joseph’s
wife the daughter of a major Heliopolitan priest, rather than a priest of his
principal deity Seth, because Joseph was to be based in Heliopolis. He settled
his family nearby (Gen. 45:10). Joseph may have wanted to keep his family
far away from the Hyksos capital Avaris because he foresaw that the Egyptians would someday rebel against these foreign rulers. This concern is borne
out by his statement that all shepherds are abhorrent to Egyptians (Gen.
46:34); Manetho’s implication that the Egyptians referred to the Hyksos derisively as shepherds21 may be key to understanding this statement, especially
since animal husbandry was hardly abhorred in Egypt (cf. Gen. 47:17). Indeed, Goshen, used far more frequently to identify the region in which the
Israelites lived, may be the Hebrew composite of Gosh, meaning “near” and
On, Heliopolis.22
THE MEANINGS OF RAMESSES AND RAAMESSES

The widely-held theory that Ramesses II was the Exodus pharaoh is based
first and foremost on the explicit mention in the Bible of two locations called
Ramesses or Raamesses. The Land of Ramesses, where the Israelites are reported to have lived (Gen. 47:11), seems to imply an association with a pharaoh of that name.23 The “store city” Raamesses (Ex. 1:11) is taken by leading
scholars to undoubtedly mean Ramesses II’s magnificent palace PiRamesses.24
Despite these admittedly strong intimations, the use of toponyms to identify
the Exodus pharaoh seems curious, particularly given that the Bible avoids
identifying that pharaoh directly. So, perhaps the terms Ramesses and
Raamesses mean something else.
Turning first to Ramesses, it seems unnecessary to have used it to identify
the region settled by the Israelites, inasmuch as the region is called Goshen
Vol. 45, No. 4, 2017
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everywhere else in Genesis.25 Even Pharaoh’s order (Gen. 47:6) speaks of
Goshen, not Ramesses.26 There are at least two possible explanations. First,
Moses may have added the reference to Ramesses in order to help future generations locate the Israelite settlement. The Bible implies that Moses was
raised among children of influential families in the Delta, so he may have
known that the Delta was destined to be identified with the Ramessids.27 Alternatively, the term may have been added after Moses’ death, along with
other possible post-Mosaic additions identified by the biblical commentator
Ibn Ezra (Deut. 1:2).
The second toponym, Raamesses (Ex. 1:11), is an example of the “store
cities” at which Israelite slave labor was deployed. Over their century-long
enslavement the Israelites likely worked on other sites. In fact, the Septuagint
authors added a reference to Heliopolis in Exodus 1:11. Raamesses is vocalized differently from Ramesses, a difference that Ibn Ezra considers significant.28 Perhaps Ramesses is a contraction of “Ra (im) ses,” i.e., Ra – Ses,29 a
syncretized reference30 to the temples of two of the three predominant deities
in northern Egypt, Ra31 and Seth.32 Alternatively, Raamesses may have been
another post-Mosaic addition.
MILESTONES ON THE PATH TO REDEMPTION: IMMIGRATION AND ENSLAVEMENT

In 1 Kings 6:1, we read that the Exodus occurred 480 years prior to the
construction of the First Temple, reasonably dated 966 BCE.33 The year 1374
BCE falls within the documentation gap reported by Kozloff and may be said
to satisfy the 480-year criterion, even if not literally.34 Using this date as a
reference point, we can date two important milestones on the Israelites’ path
to the Exodus and look for non-biblical correlations.
The Israelites’ journey to the Exodus began with Jacob’s arrival in Egypt.35
Rabbinic commentators estimate that this occurred 210 years before the Exodus, meaning ca. 1584 BCE according to our dating. They were driven to
Egypt by a widespread famine that began two years earlier (Gen. 45:11).36
Given that the unusually powerful Thera volcanic eruption occurred at roughly the same time, it is quite possible that the biblical famine was one of its
far-reaching effects.37
Rabbinic commentators estimate that the Israelites were first enslaved
sometime between 116 and 86 years prior to the Exodus.38 Our Exodus dating
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puts this at the beginning of Thutmose III’s rule, when his aunt and stepmother Hatshepsut was on the throne. In her Speos Artemidos inscription,
Hatshepsut seems to boast that she expelled the Hyksos.40 We know that to
be untrue. The late Egyptologist Hans Goedicke, however, understood the
inscription to be claiming that she rid Egypt of the Israelites,41 who may have
been the last remnant of the Hyksos. Goedicke took the last phrase in the
relevant passage – the earth has swallowed their footsteps – to indicate that
Hatshepsut was writing of the Exodus itself. However, that phrase may have
been a common pharaonic exaggeration,42 leaving open the possibility that
she was boasting of having “rid” Egypt of the Israelites by enslaving them.43
THE TESTIMONY OF MANETHO’S ACCOUNTS

The thesis presented in this paper identifying the pharaohs who enslaved
and later released the Israelites may be supported by a non-biblical source.
Manetho, a third century BCE Egyptian priest/historian, wrote two purportedly historical accounts, preserved by Josephus,44 of expulsions from Egypt
more than a thousand years earlier. Each involved a group portrayed in terms
reminiscent of the early Israelites: the Hyksos of the first account are said to
have settled in Jerusalem after their expulsion, and the lepers and other diseased persons of the second were enslaved and then released, whereupon they
rebelled under a law-giving leader named “Moses”. The very same pharaohs
to whom this article attributes the enslavement and later release of the biblical Israelites are the central players in the Manetho accounts: a Thutmossid
pharaoh expelled the Hyksos, and Amenhotep III rid Egypt of the lepers.45
Even though scholars question the accounts’ authenticity and sources,46 historical sense can be made of the portions of the accounts that are relevant to
the Exodus thesis presented here.
The Hyksos account, which Manetho said he based on records maintained
by the priests of Heliopolis,47 may be a conflation of the actual Hyksos expulsion, Hatshepsut’s version of it,48 and the true meaning of her claim as interpreted by Goedicke.49 As the account claims, the Hyksos were indeed expelled in two stages by two pharaohs, although not by Thutmossids.50 The
account’s priestly author may have attributed the expulsion to Thutmossids
because Hatshepsut was a Thutmossid, and to Thutmose III in particular because he celebrated Hatshepsut’s death by ordering that his name be substiVol. 45, No. 4, 2017
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tuted for hers in Egyptian records.51 Goedicke’s interpretation of Hatshepsut’s claim would explain the link drawn between the Hyksos and Jerusalem;
the Israelites did ultimately establish their capital in Jerusalem, as Heliopolitan historians may have deemed noteworthy when their princess married
King Solomon.52
Manetho’s second account, which he may have attributed to oral traditions
known to the priests,53 also has kernels of biblical truth.54 The laws attributed
to Manetho’s Moses are remarkably similar to biblical Mosaic laws. Just as
Manetho claims, Exodus 20:3-5 prohibits worshiping gods sacred to the
Egyptians (compare Waddell, p. 127), Exodus 8:22 reports that Moses told
Pharaoh that the Israelites would be sacrificing sacred animals (compare
Waddell Ibid.), the Israelites roasted the Paschal lamb (Ex. 12:8-9; Waddell,
p. 131), and Moses did frame a great number of laws completely opposed to
Egyptian custom (Lev. 18:3; Waddell p. 127). If nothing else, it is hard to
imagine that Manetho had the biblical fluency or Jewish contacts needed to
compile his list of “Mosaic” laws.55 Thus, the possibility that the Exodus-like
elements of the second account originated with priestly sources who had
first-hand knowledge of historical events surrounding the biblical Exodus
should not be ruled out.
CONCLUSION

A national catastrophe during the reign of Amenhotep III seems all but certain. If Kozloff and others are correct in blaming epidemics, he certainly merits consideration as the Exodus pharaoh. This proposition should gain plausibility from the possible correlation between the biblical narrative and the
non-biblical events discussed in this paper. Finally, Manetho’s two Exoduslike accounts, in which a Thutmossid pharaoh and Amenhotep III played the
leading roles, may be the earliest non-biblical evidence we have confirming
key elements of the Exodus.
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first account may contain other conflations than those that are pertinent here. Most notably,
Manetho’s portrayal of the Hyksos invasion as brutal may conflate a gradual Hyksos takeover
with events known to have been horrifying to the Egyptians (see, e.g., Gardiner, Egypt of the
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“the whole period of their rule in Palestine and Syria.” Thus, it may be of interest to students of
Manetho that 511 years was the length of time between 1479 BCE, the year in which Hatshepsut
is conventionally thought to have taken the throne, and 968 BCE, approximately the year in
which King Solomon married pharaoh’s daughter (Kitchen, Reliability of the Old Testament, pp.
110-12, and Kitchen, “How We Know When Solomon Ruled”).
53. Calling the second account “manifest lies and nonsense” (Waddell, p. 133), Josephus alleges
that Manetho admitted basing it on “anonymous legendary tales” (Waddell, p. 107). But Josephus does not quote Manetho, who might have been referring to oral traditions.
54. The pharaoh of Manetho’s second account considered enslavement to be an acceptable way
of complying with the gods’ command that he rid Egypt of the lepers. Perhaps this is evidence,
albeit indirect, that the ancient Egyptians understood Hatshepsut’s boast the same way; i.e., as
suggested in this article, she was claiming to have rid Egypt of the Israelites by enslaving them.
55. Even if Manetho had access to the Septuagint as it was being prepared, or cooperation from
its translators, it seems unlikely that he had become intimately familiar with the verses he seems
to have paraphrased in the second account. He may have seen a similar, earlier account written
by Hecataeus of Abdera about a pestilence that struck the Egyptians for which foreigners were
held responsible and expelled (for a translation, see Jewish Life and Thought Among Greeks and
Romans: Primary Readings (L. H. Feldman and M. Reinhold, eds.) (Edinburgh: Fortress Press,
1996), pp. 8-10). However, Manetho adds details, particularly as to the Mosaic laws, that do not
appear in Hecataeus.
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